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To our families...

In the second semester of 2016, we began to see the effect of
changes we have made to our teaching and learning approaches
in recent years. We take our goal to prepare our students for their
future seriously and have used inquiry learning to develop the
essential skills for success – communication, collaboration, critical
and creative thinking, and the ability to work with others solving
problems in innovative ways. Our students are developing an
inquiry mindset and are applying these skills to solving problems
relating to important global issues.
The first opportunity to exhibit creativity at work was at our
College Creations where there was much excitement as students
showcased their work in art and design, and their innovative
robotics projects, such as a handy robot to transport the garbage
bin to and from the home. Students who were involved in the Global Virtual Classroom competition
with team members from Liberty High School, Missouri, USA and St Mark’s Senior Secondary Public
School, India exhibited their website design. They were placed third in this worldwide competition.
Following on from our success at the Conrad Challenge, at Kennedy Space Centre in Florida,
another group of Year 10 students competed with 12 other schools in the Australian finals of the
International Problem Solving Competition on Global Issues, held in Melbourne. Well prepared by
Mr Ikonomakis they proposed an innovative solution to the Human Resource issues experiences in a
global online workplace operating 24/7. Winning the national finals with their plans involving quantum
mathematics and wave technology they have been invited to compete in Columbia, USA in the world
championships in 2017.
With this success as a foundation St John’s staged its inaugural Innovation Challenge in October
sponsored by the Minister for Innovation, Science and Digital Technology, the Hon Leeanne Enoch
who provided extremely talented Queensland entrepreneurs to mentor our students and judge their
presentations. Teams of students designed innovative solutions to global problems such as sun sensors
for people and window tinting systems, pollution and carbon emissions, and health related issues such
as antibiotics and vibration caused injuries.
Students from Years 4 to 10 showcased their innovations and nine finalists pitched their ideas to the
judges. Congratulations to the three winning teams and Mr Johnson on a very successful Innovation
Challenge.
This year a new Innovation Award was donated by Minister Leeanne Enoch MP for our Night of
Celebration, and awarded to a most worthy young student, Richa Patel, in Year Ten. Congratulations!
Certainly there are many exciting things to celebrate at the end of this very successful year
for St John’s! Thank you to all teachers and students for taking up the challenges and
opportunities provided.

Suzanne Bain Principal
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Celebrating Innovation
Australia has a great history of successful
innovation in a wide range of areas.
Some major examples include:
Through the late 1960s and ‘70s,
Melbourne University’s Professor Graeme
Clark led a team developing the cochlear
implant. Better known as the bionic ear,
it was first implanted in 1978 and the
technology has since benefited more than
100,000 people worldwide.
More recently, Queensland University’s
Professor Ian Frazer developed the
world’s first cancer vaccines - marketed as
Gardasil and Cervarix - to prevent human
papilloma virus infection, the major cause
of cervical cancer.
The technology behind the modern
Wi-Fi connection, used in most wireless
electronic devices worldwide, was
patented by the CSIRO in 1992.
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A revolutionary software program created
by brothers Lars and Jens Rasmussen at
their mapping start-up company Where
2 Technologies, based in Sydney, is now
better known as Google Maps.
To thrive in today’s innovation-driven
economy, workers need a different mix
of skills than in the past. In addition
to foundational skills like literacy and
numeracy, they need competencies like
collaboration, creativity and problemsolving, and character qualities like
persistence, curiosity and initiative. It is
now widely recognised that innovation
and entrepreneurship are vital skills for
young people to develop through their
schooling journey.

For the past few years, students in St
John’s Future Thinkers Program have
entered the Conrad Spirit of Innovation
Challenge, coming up with real lifechanging ideas to support global
sustainability and benefit humanity.
This year twenty students reached the
finals of this competition and travelled
to the NASA Kennedy Space Centre in
Florida to attend the Innovation Summit
and compete in the international finals.

Placing first in the Health and Nutrition
division, a group of four Year 11 students
pitched their idea to develop a mobile
application called ‘Lumos App’. The app
is based on studies that show extensive
amounts of exposure to lighting patterns
on mobile phones, tablets and computers
which can lead to physical and mental
issues. The students found they could
change the red and blue ratios emitted
to help users fall asleep, reducing anxiety,
poor sleeping patterns and stress. St
John’s also successfully hosted its own
Innovation Challenge in October this year
with teams from Years 3 to 10 pitching
their innovative ideas to mentors from
the Brisbane Start-up community. The
event was officially opened by the Hon.
Leeanne Enoch, Minister for Innovation,
Science and the Digital Economy and
Minister for Small Business.
In 2017 St John’s will introduce an
Enterprise subject into the subject
offerings for all Year 10 students.
Enterprise Education focuses on helping
students develop entrepreneurial, life
and employment skills to prepare them
for life beyond school, with a particular
emphasis on financial capability,
enterprise capability and economic and
business understanding. Learning focuses
on skills deemed essential for the future
workforce, as well as those needed to
start a business. This course will link
the minds of the STEM community with
enterprise skills to enable young people
to take their innovative ideas to the
market place.
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Celebrating
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Giving

The Forest Lake and wider community have much to celebrate again this
year thanks to the service work of St John’s Anglican College students.
One of the many things we do well at
St John’s is helping those who are less
fortunate than ourselves. In return, the
students benefit from an improvement in
their mental wellbeing. As Anne Frank said:
“No one ever became poor by giving.”
In fact, the reverse is true. Many studies
have found that the more people volunteer
to work in their community or raise funds
for charities, the more they feel content,
happy and have a positive feeling about
themselves and the world around them.
So how did our students increase their
levels of contentment, happiness and
satisfaction this year?
• Students raised more than $12,000 for
the Leukaemia Foundation in the 14th
annual Shave for the Cure. The students
have to actively seek sponsorship online
and in person from friends and relatives
to have their heads shaved. It’s a lot of
fun, but it’s also a serious commitment for
some, especially for four of our girls who
shaved off their long plaits. There is no
doubt it is a serious commitment for girls to
cut off their hair.
• The Global Conscience Group’s annual
Cake Auction raised $1255.30 which
they donated to Amnesty International.
The students make the cakes themselves
and decorate them with an Amnesty
International theme. They then auction
them off at school.
• Market Day is a program run by the
Year 9 and 10 business students who are
given seed funding to
establish and operate
a business. There are
some very innovative
and entrepreneurial
businesses established.
At the end of their
program, the profit
is donated to the
Archbishop’s Appeal.
So far this year $900 has
been raised to go to
various charities such as
the Syrian Refugee Crisis.
• Year 7 students also displayed their
entrepreneurial skills through many
activities such as selling drinks, lollies and
home-made brownies. They managed
to raise $2587.30 which was donated to
Anglicare. It helped to pay for children
in foster care to have a fun day at a
theme park.

• The Leo Club is an active service
organisation within the College that
continues to grow its membership every
year. They also continued to raise money
for various causes such as the RSPCA.
One of the programs they are involved in
is Adopt a Road where they pick up the
rubbish on the roadside, benefitting our
local community.
• Ten Year 7 students
actually paid money
to sleep on a piece
of cardboard on
the cold and hard
floor of St John’s
Cathedral in the
city. It not only helps
raise funds to benefit
homeless people
in Brisbane, but
also raises the students’ awareness of the
hardships these people face.
• Senior School students again volunteered
to tutor in the Homework Club for students
at the International College.
The program is of mutual benefit,
developing a healthy relationship between
domestic and international students.
They also volunteered to support the Inala
Refugee Homework Club which teaches
English and other subjects to students from
refugee families.
• The Rite Journey girls have donated
$1500 to buy material to make female
hygiene kits for young girls in developing
countries. The money was raised from
$20 the Rite Journey students were given
at the start of the year as seed funding
toward fundraising activities. About 100
of the female hygiene kits will be taken to
Cambodia in June 2017 when a St John’s
group visits the country on an Antipodean
cultural trip. The kits ensure girls in
developing countries do not lose any days
at school. As we know, education is the
key to breaking the poverty ice in these
countries.

As you can see, it’s been a big year for
charitable work by our students. Some
of their acts of charity and kindness
were small and some were large, but all
endowed our students with a sense of
purpose and satisfaction. We’ve found
that many of our students continue to
volunteer for community service after
they have graduated from the College.
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I just love working in
schools and I get the greatest
‘buzz’ and sense of achievement
when I hear a child say,
‘Now I know’ or ‘I can do it!’
I love seeing that ‘aha’ moment
in their eyes and the expression
on their faces. There is nothing
more exciting for a teacher
than to see their students really
understand a concept or reach
a goal they have been striving
to achieve.

Celebrating the Joy of Learning
I also love hearing the teachers talk
excitedly about the way in which their
students have flourished over the course
of the year. Or sharing stories about how
the children responded to a particular
learning experience or engaged in a new
activity. It is always so uplifting for me to
hear these conversations and to be part
of the learning journey of so many.
Some may call me a little ‘warped’ feeling
such joy and excitement about school,
particularly considering that there are
many instances in the journey of learning
that involve students missing the mark,
not quite reaching the goal they set or
not understanding the concepts being
taught. The truth is, a far greater sense of
achievement is gained when a person has
needed to work hard to reach their goal,
compared to if the accomplishment was
reached with ease.
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Do you remember those moments
in life when you have experienced a
‘eureka moment’ and felt the fabulous
sense of accomplishment knowing your
determination allowed you to achieve
something? We aren’t always assured
of succeeding in our goals but it is so
satisfying when we keep trying and push
through any difficulties to find success.
There is a real sense of joy and elation in
knowing our hard work and effort have
paid off.
Many students can be inclined to
become discouraged when they face a
challenge and give up if they fail a task.
These young people tend to believe that
individuals are successful because of their
natural ability and so there is little sense in
persevering because they won’t succeed.

They believe, they don’t have the
ability. Young people need to learn that
natural ability is not the only reason for
achievement and that any difficulties or
frustrations in learning are only temporary
setbacks along the path to success if
they continue to persist and apply a
consistent effort.
It is important for educators and families
to always emphasise that pleasure lies
in the process of learning, not just in its
product. Teachers who are passionate
about the joy of learning teach their
students to believe in themselves and in
their ability to persevere. They teach them
to have a positive mindset and to take
risks in the learning environment, sharing
their thoughts and ideas, even when they
may not be the same as others.
We are fortunate at St John’s Anglican
College to have so many passionate
teachers who want every one of their
students to succeed and we have such
excellent programs here that extend our
students to reach more than they expect.

A quick stroll around the school grounds
clearly shows the joy of learning taking
place and the students are keen to share
their views on this topic:
‘When things are a bit hard I keep
trying and I feel successful and proud
of myself when I get it.’ Year 2 student
‘If you get an answer wrong, it doesn’t
matter. The teacher will help you.’
Year 1 student
‘My teacher always helps me and
encourages me to keep learning.’
Year 6 student

‘Learning is really fun. You get to do
experiments and projects. They’re my
favourite.’ Year 1 student
‘I like to do teamwork and work with
other people.’ Year 1 student
‘I love learning with my beloved
teacher.’ Year 2 student
What a privilege it is to share in the joy
of learning at St John’s!
Sandra Hawken
Head of Primary - Deputy Principal
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Rev’d Susan Crothers-Robertson joined by
Rev’d Gillian Moses, Rev’d Nicki Colledge
created the joint Anglican schools Year 6
Transition Service and Prayer Spaces at St John’s
Cathedral in November this year. The attending
schools were history makers because this service
was the very first of its type in Australia!

Celebrating faith
Another Australian first for St John’s Rev’d Susan

During the morning students from five different
Anglican schools including St John’s, participated
in Prayer Spaces which centred around the
themes of Sorry, Wow, Thank you, Please and
Together. You can find out more about Prayer
Spaces via the Prayer Spaces website http://www.prayerspacesinschools.com/
The Transition Service encouraged student to
reflect and think about their time in primary
school as they transition into high school.
Following on from this, Archbishop Phillip,
Bishop Alison, Dean Peter, students and
chaplains, led a joyous worship service
of thanksgiving.
Below are responses from students:
Sorry station: “All the stones were different
shapes and sizes just like we are all different
and they represented that we have all done
different things.”
Thank you station: “It was nice to think about
those people you sometimes don’t realise what
they do for you.”
Together station: “Everyone has purpose in the
world, we were connected through the jigsaw,
no one is left out, we are all one piece.”
“It was good to combine together with different
schools to create one big puzzle.”
Please station: “Made me feel relieved writing
what I felt.”
Wow station: “It gave me time to remember the
wow moments we had done this year- for me it
was the camps.”
Staff: “The children really enjoyed all the
stations, especially the Sorry and Togetherness
activities. Many students’ wrote the same thing
for their Wow moment which was their Year 6
camp (a physically challenging camp).”
Rev’s Susan said “It was lovely for their teachers
to have some discussion and feedback about
their students’ Wow moment as they were quite
overwhelmed when they realised how impactful
it was with their students’.”
The morning provided students from Anglican
Schools an opportunity of coming together, to
gain a larger picture of the Anglican Church,
visit St John’s Cathedral and meet students from
other Anglican Schools.
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Let’s celebrate the Rite Journey
Steve Biddulph, one of the world best known author and
parent educator says “A successful and happy adolescence
entails hundreds of conversations about what matters,
who you are and what you stand for.”
As the student move through the
program and experience the challenge
that come with it they explore and
discover many things about themselves
and their peers. They do this through
consciences, connection, communication
challenges and of course celebration.
CONSCIOUSNESS. The importance of
raising a young person’s awareness of the
issues that they might currently be facing
as well as the skills and understanding
that are required to navigate their way
through beginning adulthood.
CONNECTION. Acknowledging the
importance of relationship over role.
Encouraging a number of threads of
connection (with self, teachers, parents/
caregivers, mentor, Spirit and the world).
Providing the all important ingredient of
time to allow these connections to build
and strengthen.
COMMUNICATION. Understanding
self-talk; communication and listening
with others appropriately; prayer;
hearing stories of adults’ experiences;
having students share their stories and
experiences.
CELEBRATION. Acknowledging the
transition into beginning adulthood;
teachers and parents providing ceremony
and celebration for the students as they
are the ‘elders’ in our society.
CHALLENGE. Providing physical, social,
emotional and spiritual challenges as
learning experiences and as a rite of
passage. Each of these areas is explored
within term length topics: Relationship
with self; Relationship with others;
Relationship with Spirit; Relationship with
the world.

Throughout the year long Year Nine,
Rite Journey program we are blessed
to be able to watch our young students
begin to grow into young men and
women and that is something very special
to celebrate with them!
The Rite Journey Pin design…
Each year, to commemorate the Rite
program each class has the opportunity to
design their own pin which the students
wear to signify that they have completed
all of the challenges in the program.
The 2016 Rite Journey pin was designed
by Ajay Anbu Aanathan. During the
Homecoming ceremony in November
Ajay explained his inspiration for the pin
“the badge symbolizes the journey we
will have in our lives. We will have the
power in our hand to reach our goals.
The pin shows that we will face the peak
of the mountain, which symbolizes our
goals as our lives go on. The birds show
how beautiful the world is out there and
we can fly high and anything is possible
if we believe in ourselves. The trees
symbolize the dark times we have had
throughout school and at home but we
will overcome them and we will look at
what waits for us next when are at the
peak of the mountain. The pin shows how
we all have gone through dark times in
our lives and that we can overcome them
and achieve our goals in life. For the
students who will receive the pin, we will
wear it with dignity. We will celebrate the
many challenges and journeys we have
experienced as we continue on a new
path into our senior schooling.”
Visit the Rite Journey program http://theritejourney.com/
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Celebrating

Performing Arts

New staff this semester have
injected a new flavour for
the Performing Arts Centre
of Excellence at St John’s.
That sounds like one of those
indulgent donuts where the
extra caramel filling is injected
into the doughy delight,
similarly the new ideas,
personalities and energy has
renewed excitement into our
Performing Arts students and
the programs offered.
“The arts can help students become
tenacious, team-oriented problem solvers
who are confident and able to think
creatively” Arne Duncan.
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It is for these reasons the arts are so
crucial for students to study, as they
teach life-long learning skills that can
be adapted and implemented into
many situations. Disney’s The Little
Mermaid our 2017 musical for example,
is one of the few events in the College
where students from Years 6 to 12 can
work together on a project, to create a
wonderful product. Within the process
of creating the musical, skills are honed
and expression and the ability to tell a
story is demanded. It also creates lifelong friendships and memories that build
confidence and esteem which, in terms of
mental health, is priceless.
This semester has seen many events
from PACE Showcase evenings, Night
of Dance, to Night of Celebration
where our performers were on show
demonstrating their God given talents.

It is a busy place but the skills learnt
through these experiences all build to
confident students who are willing to take
risks and press on to excellence.
The Performing Arts Bands, Drama
Troupes, Ensembles and various events
all develop the performance and creative
thinking skills needed today to sell
ideas, to stand out from the many other
talented people and to shine. So it is
with excitement I look back over my first
semester here at St Johns and smile,
hoping we have ignited the flames of
our students’ creativity knowing these
adolescents are our future world changes.
To bring new ideas with light and love
into the upcoming times.
Russell Morgan
Director of Performing Arts Centre
of Excellence

Yeah, well I’ve got a dream
too, but it’s about singing and
dancing and making people happy.
That’s the kind of dream that gets
better the more people you share it
with. And, well, I’ve found a whole
bunch of friends who have the
same dream. And it kind of makes
us like a family.”

Save the date!
The musical dates
for 2017

13, 14 and 15 July

Kermit the Frog (The Muppet Movie: Written
by Jerry Juhl and Jack Burns)
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Celebrating Sport
St John’s Anglican College
believes in the development
of a balanced child and as
such, we provide a holistic
education for our students.
In addition to our academic
and pastoral programs, our
extracurricular programs
play a key role in the
development of
your child.

Studies based on the outcomes of student
participation in sport, have found that
students who participate in sport have
higher self-esteem, better social skills,
fewer depressive symptoms, higher
confidence and higher competence than
students who do not participate in sport.
Additionally, sport can contribute to
academic performance and self-discipline.
Students who are involved in team
sports are able to achieve daily physical
activity levels consistent with a healthy
lifestyle. Thus, sport provides students
the opportunity to thrive in multiple roles
through their education rather than a sole
focus on academic pursuits.
Researchers from the Institute of Sport,
Exercise and Active Living suggest
participation in sport provides a
platform for positive development into
adolescence. Participation in sport peaks
between age eleven to fourteen with
a decline in team sports at the age of
fifteen for both males and females. It is
recommended that parents and teachers
work together to intervene to encourage
continued participation in senior school.
By encouraging students of this age
group to continue with team sports, they
will continue to develop and benefit
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from participation in sport. Children who
participate in sport are more likely to be
active adults, leading to a lifelong, healthy
lifestyle.
St John’s has an extensive sporting
program. The College is a member of
The Associated Schools (TAS) Sporting
Association, which has provided a
quality sporting competition for Brisbane
independent schools for over 50 years.
The competition allows students to
choose a sporting option per term
including Swimming, Cross Country
and Athletics carnivals. All students
are encouraged to become involved
in the competition as we believe this
to be an invaluable contribution in the
well-rounded development of children.
In addition, St John’s offers high level
opportunities through the district,
regional and state pathways for all
Queensland Schools.
The Primary College participate in the
Junior TAS Competition designed for
year Four to Six students. The Sports
include, Swimming, Cricket, Hockey,
Cross Country, Rugby, Netball, Athletics,
Soccer(Football), Basketball, Tennis, AFL,
Touch football. The Year Two and Three

students are involved in developing basic
skills in these sports in readiness for their
transition into JTAS. Other opportunities
at the primary campus include Inala
District trials, links with Brisbane Lions
Football Club, the local swimming and
athletics clubs and a regular running club.
The Secondary College participate in
the TAS competition designed for year
Seven to Twelve students. Sports on
offer for boys include Cricket, Volleyball,
Basketball, Soccer, Rugby and Tennis. For
girls, sports include Volleyball, Basketball,
Netball, Hockey, Touch Football and
Tennis. Other opportunities include
Metropolitan West trials, running club and
high performance programs.
Sporting achievements this year include:
• Champion TAS School, Girls Tennis
• Year Ten Girls Tennis TAS Premiership
• Year Eight Girls Tennis TAS Premiership
• Thirteen-Year-Old Girls Cross Country
Champions
• Year Eight Boys Volleyball TAS 		
Premiership
• Year Eight Boys Tennis TAS Premiership

SPORTS AWARDS
Pierre De Coubertin
Award (Olympic Spirit)
Keegan Jenkins
Griffith University
School of Government
and International
Relations Leadership
Award (Outstanding
Leadership Rugby
Union)
Jonathon Paul
Li Na Inspiration
Award (Tennis)		
Uma Nayar
Senior Sportsman
of the Year		
Keegan Jenkins
Senior Sportswoman
of the Year		
Demi Wynyard
Middle School
Sportsman of the Year
Ben Dunkley
Middle School
Sportswoman of the
Year		
Ainsley Sherrington

Softball			
Shunsuke Goto

Triathlon 		 Queensland Little
Keegan Jenkins
Athletics		
Lauren Richardson
Mitchell Lohmann
Baedon Conroy
Cricket			
Mark Lever
Queensland Shooting
Jack Odorici
Mark Dunkley
Ben Dunkley
Queensland Rock
Climbing			
Rugby Union		
Tausaga Foai
Zachary Goldthorpe
Ryan Huntley
Queensland Futsal
Matthew Martin
Ryan Waalder
Blaid Pakura
Aaron Midkiff
Regional Futsal
Nicholas Descy
Ryan Waalder
Daniel Perkins
Daniel Perkins
Liam Aldridge
Nicholas Descy
Queensland Ice
Finn O’Grady
Skating
Aaron Midkiff
Sivorn McKewen		
Liam Aldridge
Isabelle McKewen
Brisbane Capital Under
16 Bronze Basketball
NATIONAL
Alexandra Sopena

REPRESENTATIVES

Regional Equestrian
Laura-Grace Nicolls
Sophie Nicholls

All Styles Karate 		
Alicia Barr

Martial Arts		
Jayden Luong-To

Australian Futsal		
Aaron Midkiff
Nicholas Descy

METROPOLITAN
WEST REGION
REPRESENTATIVES

Western District
Netball Hayley Sceriha
Mykayla Parker

Track and Field		
Jason Jiang
Jaime Van Rensburg
Lachlan Cooper
Demi Wynyard
Siiva Tafiti
Richa Patel

Rugby League East
Tigers Development
Program
Jesse Adamson

Swimming		
Melrose Gilbert
Sarah Fordham
Jake Fordham

Queensland Maori
Rugby
Blaid Pakura

Squash			
Declan Chadfield
Volleyball		
Princess Avia
Cross Country		
Keegan Jenkins
Football (Soccer)		
Aaron Midkiff
Chace Eldridge

Cricket 			
Benjamin Dunkley

West Maori Rugby
Blaid Pakura

Queensland NTRA
Chelsea Allen
Tahni Smith
Lily Freestone

Australian
Athletics
Demi Wynyard
Siiva Tafiti
Australian NTRA 		
Chelsea Allen
Australian
Championships Open
Water Swimming
Sarah Fordham

INTERNATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
Tennis			
Sara Nayar
Uma Nayar

STATE
REPRESENTATIVES
Triathlon 		
Keegan Jenkins

Track and Field		
Demi Wynyard
Baseball 		 Siiva Tafiti
Lawson Woolford
Rugby Union		
Max Skerrett
Blaid Pakura
PMS 282
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St John’s
Foundation
What a busy group!
The main purpose of St John’s
Foundation’s is to raise funds
for capital projects for the
development of College
infrastructure. The Foundation
also aims to strengthen and
maintain community connections
with past and present families
and the wider community and
to provide support for the Old
Collegians’ Association while it is
in its early days of establishment.
As last reported in our mid-year
Footprints, earlier this year, the
Performing Arts Centre Stage 2 Appeal
was launched with the building now
well and truly on its way to completion.
Following on from the Appeal launch
the Foundation hosted the inaugural
Fundraising Gala Dinner while continuing
their early morning Foundation Business
Breakfasts.
St John’s Foundation Ltd is gathering
momentum. The Gala dinner which was
originally scheduled to be a biannual
event was so successful, the dinner will
now be an annual event in the College
calendar!
The Foundation Business Breakfasts
have had a significant impact with the
gathering of many new community
connections for the Foundation and our
students. This will also be an area of
further development in 2017. An example
of these partnership working for our
students, BMW have now been talking
to the College about the technology and
engineering of their new hybrid addition
to their range with an invitation to our
students to spend some time behind the
scenes. Exciting!

FOUNDATION EVENT DATES
TO WATCH
Foundation Business Breakfasts
22 February 2017		
31 May 2017			
30 August 2017			
25 October 2017
Fundraising Gala Dinner
9 September 2017 –
You will need to book early for this event

This is just one of the many benefits our
Foundation is working alongside the
College……
To express your interest in the
Foundation activities or to make a
donation to the Stage 2 Appeal please
contact our Development Officer,
Mrs Elaine MacRae –
emacrae@sjac.qld.edu.au
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Thank you to all
of our fabulous
families who have
donated to the
Appeal so far.

Digital and
Design
Thinking
in the
classroom
So many of our children are
extremely competent using iPads,
phones and computers. However,
this ability to use technology does
not necessarily mean they are IT
savvy. Being able to upload a selfie
or change your status on social
media does not make someone
technologically competent.
In order for us to be able to enjoy the
latest technological innovations, these
innovations had to be conceived,
planned, tried, tested, created and then
launched and evaluated. Understanding
the design process is essential for
students to learn, as many of them will
be using this process in their adult lives
to solve problems using creative and
innovative solutions. So what is the design
process? Very simply, it is a series of steps
to follow in order to ensure you end up
with the best design for the problem.
There are many different versions of the
design process available; however, they all
look something like this:
• Ask. What is the problem?
• Imagine. Brainstorm ideas and select
the best one.
• Plan. Draw a labelled diagram and 		
make a materials list.
• Create. Make your design and test it.
• Improve. Make it better.
The good thing about the design process
is that it is easy to understand for even
very young students. Year Three students
completed a number of engineering
challenges at the end of Term Four.
The ideas for the challenges stemmed
from our Unit of Inquiry on How We
Express Ourselves. Our central idea was
that different cultures express their ideas,
feelings, beliefs and values through
stories and art. As part of their inquiry,
students researched fairy tales from
a range of different countries.
You may very well ask how you add
engineering design challenges into a unit

on fairy tales. As you know, most fairy
tales end with a royal wedding, and a
royal wedding is not complete without
confetti launchers! Their second challenge
involved creating a 3D castle using only
newspaper and sticky tape. For each of
these challenges, students followed the
design process. Many students were quite
put out when their first creation was not
what they had hoped for. However, it
was wonderful to watch as they refined
their ideas, collaborating with their team
members to come up with new and
improved techniques and designs.
This ‘if at first you don’t succeed, try
again’ philosophy also builds resilience.
Many students get frustrated if their

very first effort fails. When students are
working on a project which has a very
high interest for them, they are inclined to
keep on trying in order to succeed.
This persistence can then be transferred
to tasks they are less interested in, or
which are much more difficult. As a
teacher I can say ‘remember when…’, and
they have more confidence in their ability
to try and succeed.
Design thinking is basically an approach
to learning that focuses on developing
students’ creative confidence. Using their
imaginations is essential, and this handson approach to learning encourages
even the most reluctant learners. From
designing a castle using newspaper and
sticky tape, to creating a web page or
tablet application, the design process
is helping our students tap into their
creative selves in order to come up with
amazing solutions to problems, creating
resilient, lifelong learners.
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